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MLR, .,  

des Aushaltens’), which views the struggle as primarily an ‘inner experience’. e
corollary of this inwardness in Jünger is the fact that the experience of the front
in the First World War is a secret that cannot be shared or expressed. e tension
between the individual and the collective is brought to a head in Müller’s writings,
which are fundamentally sceptical about the hero figure: the hero’s motivation is
oen little more than personal preference, and his individualism is presented as
problematic and as a sign of immaturity. Gratzke shows a good understanding
of Müller’s ambivalence, for instance when he highlights that it is the individual
who does the morally complex work on behalf of the collective while paying the
psychological price on his own. Likewise, he points out that in the later work,
for instance in the Fatzer material, utopian hope appears as the individual breaks
with the collective in refusing self-sacrifice. e difficulty is that this point is not
related back to the other treatments of individualism in earlier chapters—and this
is perhaps the cardinal failing of the book: that its analysis is rich with insights and
ideas, but that it fails to bring the threads together coherently.

e framework of issues is presented fairly systematically at the outset, in the form
of conceptual oppositions: subjective, emotional expression versus a self-abnegating
stoicism whereby heroism imposes social norms; humanity versus heroism; the in-
dividual versus the collective; whether heroism derives its value from inclination or
duty, revolt or obedience. But the theoretical concepts that underpin these issues
or on which they reflect—modernity, masculinity, morality, subjectivity—are oen
not clearly defined or coherently presented and discussed. One is also le wonder-
ing whether and how the treatment of these ideas might plug into contemporaneous
or subsequent debates on these issues. In short, it is part of what makes the book’s
thesis convincing that these issues appear and reappear, but rather too much of the
analytical joining of the dots is le to the reader.
U  N J C

Comic Drama in the Low Countries, c.–: A Critical Anthology. Ed. and
trans. by B P and B J. Cambridge: Brewer. . ix+
 pp. £. ISBN ––––.

is edition commences with a concise yet thorough introduction on the literary
landscape of the Low Countries during the period. Special attention is paid to the
rhetoricians, who composed and performed most of the texts included in this an-
thology: their social standing, wide-ranging literary output, and role in society are
all discussed. e editors rightly stress the importance of the rhetoricians’ didactic
aims for their comic œuvre. ere are, of course, some aspects which could have
been developed further. For instance, the reference to the influence of fabliaux on
many farces (p. ) could have been expanded, especially as the editors’ later claim
that many farces in fact derive from humanist sources (p. ) potentially contra-
dicts the earlier statement. Nevertheless, this general introduction provides a very
useful framework in which to place the discerning introductions of the individual
texts. ese text-specific sections contain pertinent information to help situate the
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literary works and highlight their salient features, greatly enhancing the reader’s
understanding and appreciation of the comic texts, and ensuring that these are
not burdened with too many footnotes. e editors’ reading of the texts is, on the
whole, insightful and persuasive (although the pro-feminist reading of e Farce of
the Fisherman is unconvincing; surely the joke lies in the husband being deceived
by his wife’s unconvincing explanation of how the two younger sons, whom she
had confessed to him to be the servant’s and the priest’s, are in fact his aer all).
Moreover, the combination of a general introduction and detailed text-specific in-
troductions allows the editors to present an overview of comic drama in the Low
Countries while also demonstrating the diversity of the field.

is is a bilingual edition with the Dutch and English texts on facing pages,
allowing easy comparison between the two. e translations are lucid and fluent
and reflect the idiom of the Dutch originals extremely well. ere are very few
problems with the versions. On page  the translation of De bedrooge vryers
probably ought to be ‘e Deceived Lovers’ rather than ‘e Deceived Friars’. Most
importantly, the note accompanying line  in Jack Sweet-Tooth is misleading: the
translation of the line (‘She nearly stepped on her toe then!’) is too literal and fails
to convey the meaning of the expression (‘she was nearly offended’)—no specific
stage action is implied. ere are some typographical errors. e second lacuna on
page , for example, should precede line  accurately to reflect the gap in the
Dutch (in fact, it is not entirely clear that there is a gap in the Dutch as neither the
rhyme scheme nor the content makes this imperative). Footnote  on page 
scrambles the Dutch quotation and its English translation, and on page  the
speech heading ‘Hans’ is missing at line . But these are all relatively minor and
few and far between. e choice of texts is good, though given the many works
that have survived, a number of interesting candidates have not made it into this
collection. But the inclusion of some lesser-known texts as well as more traditional
farces, and of texts intended for private performance as well as those written for
public display, ensures that it is a representative selection. is critical anthology is,
then, an extremely valuable publication which should introduce a very rich corpus
of dramatic texts to a wider audience. It is to be hoped that it will lead to similar
publications in the future.
B U C S

e Only Hope of the World: George Bernard Shaw and Russia. By O S
and A W. Oxford and Bern: Peter Lang. .  pp. £.
ISBN ––––.

On  July , at  o’clock in the evening, the seventy-five-year-old George Ber-
nard Shaw was granted an interview with Joseph Stalin. Although such interviews
typically lasted up to twenty minutes, Shaw talked with Stalin for two and a half
hours. It was the culmination of a nine-day trip to the Soviet Union in which Shaw
was feted by the authorities and the press. ough Shaw did not write a formal
account of his visit to Russia, and no records survive of his talk with Stalin, on his
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